


EnergySolutions’ Response to the 10-160B RAI Issued October 24, 2011 

 

1. Provide the exact configuration and materials of construction of wood cribbing that will 
be used to cradle the source insert inside the Model No. 10-160B package. 

 
A typical cribbing configuration is shown in Figure 6 of ST-663, Rev. 0.  Although the 
wood cribbing is assumed to be absent from the shielding analysis following the 
Hypothetical Accident Conditions (HAC), the materials (along with properties), and 
design configuration may significantly alter the package structural performance during 
the HAC test sequence. 
 
Details that are needed, but not limited to, include materials (to ensure realistic 
properties), configuration, weights, attachments, structural fasteners, etc. 
 
Also, ensure that the “commercial pine-wood and plywood that have an average 
compressive strength of 5000 psi,” used to fabricate the package, have acceptance 
testing.  
 
This information is required by the staff to determine compliance with 10 CFR 71.33 and 

10 CFR 71.73. 

Response: 

The wooden cribbing design has been replaced with a new metal cribbing design. The details of 

the cribbing are provided in the EnergySolutions Drawing No. C-038-145083-005 (included in 

this submittal).  

2. Clarify the Safety Classification for all the components listed in the Bill of Materials in 
Licensing Drawing C-038-145083-004, Rev. 0. 

 
Follow the guidance of NUREG/CR-6407 and the acceptance criteria (if applicable) to 
characterize the components. 
 
The Safety Classification should be specified for all the components on the package in 
the licensing drawings. 
 
This information is required by the staff to determine compliance with 10 CFR 71.33. 
 
Response: 

The safety classification for each component of the source insert has now been added on the 

EnergySolutions Drawing No. C-038-145083-004. 

 
3. Revise the cribbing calculation for the HAC side drop. 

 
Section 6.4.2 of ST-663, Rev. 0, analyzes the wood cribbing during the HAC drop.  The 
required area of wood cribbing is determined by dividing the amplified load by the 
allowable stress.  This methodology assumes a uniform stress distribution, which is not 
realistic with a circular insert bearing load on an annular piece of plywood.   
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The stress at the apex of the cylinder will be highest and decrease as one moves in 
either direction around the circumference; in which case the stress goes to zero.  This is 
not a uniform stress distribution. 
 
This information is required by the staff to determine compliance with 10 CFR 71.73. 

Response: 

The calculations in Section 6.4.2 have been revised to correspond to the new metal cribbing 

design. Although EnergySolutions believes that the linear inertia load distribution is appropriate, 

the more conservative distribution suggested by the staff has been used in the new analyses.  

4. Revise or justify the typographical errors. 
 
Section 6.4.2 of ST-663, Rev. 0, analyzes the wood cribbing during the HAC drop.  Staff 
noted that (reference bottom of sheet 10 of 13 and top of sheet 11 of 13), there are 
several inconsistencies.  The analysis starts off by using the “Side drop acceleration,” 
then considers the “End drop inertial load,” and is followed by the “Area needed in the 
axial direction.”  Correct the text to ensure consistency with what the analysis is 
representing. 
 
Section 1.2.3.1 of the Addendum defines the material as “normal form solid metal.” 
Figure 3-3 of CALC-SNL-NU-392, Rev. 0, illustrates a specific configuration of 48 Co-60 
pins, with little additional information anywhere else in the application.  Item 4) of section 
1.2.3.1 of the Addendum also states that “The contents of the source insert have a 
maximum mass of 500 pounds.”  However, 500 pounds of Co-60 normal form does not 
equate to 10,000 Ci.   
 
This information is required by the staff to determine compliance with 10 CFR 71.73. 

Response: 

Section 6.4.2 of ST-663 has been revised to correspond to the new metal cribbing design. The 

typographical errors pointed by the staff in the old calculations have been corrected in the new 

calculations. 

The content of the source insert is limited to 10,000 Ci of Co-60 (approximately 9 grams). The 

contents may have a total mass, including any material encapsulating the Co-60 radioactive 

material, dunnage, optional secondary containers, etc., not exceeding 500 pounds.  The structural 

calculation uses 500 pounds as the mass of the contents.  The shielding calculation, CALC-SNL-

NU-392, Rev. 0, which is the basis for Chapter 5 of the Addendum, conservatively assumes the 

insert cavity material is air at normal density.  Thus, the shielding calculations assume no self-

shielding of the contents.  Further, for the accident condition, the radioactive material is 

conservatively assumed to collapse to essentially a point source. Thus, no specific configuration 

of the radioactive material contents is stipulated. 

 

5. Specify and justify an appropriate Code of Construction on note 10 on sheet 2 of 
Licensing Drawing C-038-145083-004, Rev. 0, e.g., Section III, Division I, Subsection 
NB or ND of the ASME Code. 
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Weld preparation choice should be controlled by a code of construction, e.g., Subsection 
NB or ND of Section III of the ASME Code, and cannot be altered outside the constraints 
of a code by a fabricator. 

 
Section IX of the ASME Code is used to qualify welders and welding procedures; it does 
not specify essential welding variables such as heat-treatments for welds.  Therefore, 
statements such as, "Welding shall be in accordance with ASME Code Section IX," are 
incomplete and not acceptable to the staff. 
 
This information is required by the staff to determine compliance with 10 CFR 71.31. 
 
Response: 

Note 10 has been revised on License Drawing No. C-038-145083-004. An additional note (Note 

21) has been added to specify the ASME Section VIII – Div. 1 or Section III – Subsection NF as 

the code that will be used for the welding process.  

 
6. Provide the information that discusses the deviation of the average bulk air temperature 

for the Co-60 source package thermal evaluation and the temperature analyzed in the 
application.  
 
For the thermal evaluation of Normal Conditions of Transportation (NCT) and 
Hypothetical Accident conditions (HAC), the temperatures of the evaluated package 
components remain under the values reported in the application, but the average bulk air 
temperature is higher than the one evaluated in the application.  Section 7.2 of the 
reference “Thermal Analyses of the Co-60 Source Package for NCT & HAC Fire Tests” 
indicates that this deviation is handled separately in a different document, for HAC.  
However, staff does not have reasonable assurance that this deviation has been 
properly justified.  While the staff recognizes that the bulk air temperature is used to 
calculate the maximum internal pressure of the cask, and provides an acceptable result, 
the staff believes that a clarification for the deviation in bulk air temperature has not been 
provided in this application. 
 
This information is required by the staff to determine compliance with 10 CRF 71.35(a). 
 
Response: 

Section 7.2 of the reference document TH-031 has been revised to explain that the bulk air 

temperature reported in this document (298°F) corresponds to the maximum temperature of the 

air inside the 10-160B cask reached anywhere during the HAC fire event. This is conservatively 

compared with the average bulk air temperature reported in the SAR.  It is also pointed out that 

the calculations for obtaining the maximum pressure in the 10-160B cask during the fire test 

consevatively use this higher value. 

 



ATTACHMENT  5 

Modifications in Insert Drawing C-038-145083-004 

1. Quality level column has been added in the Bill of Material table to incorporate the RAI 

comment. 

2. Note 10 has been modified to incorporate the RAI comment. 

3. Note 21 has been added to incorporate the RAI comment. 

4. Note 22 has been added to incorporate the RAI comment. 

5. Specification of Items 25 and 26 has been modified. 

6. Weld size in regions A5 and B5 has been added. 

7. All the four lugs have been shown in the plan view. 

8. Extra lines in the plan view have been removed. 

9. Modified the details of the connection of the drain pipe (item 8) 
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7.0 OPERATING PROCEDURE 

 

Chapter 7 of the SAR describes the general procedure for loading and unloading of the 

10-160B cask.  The procedure listed below is for loading the Insert and loading the Insert 

into the cask with the specified cribbing.  The loaded Insert will be unloaded from the 

cask per Chapter 7 of the base SAR. The Source Insert will not be unloaded. 

 

7.1 Procedure for Loading the Source Insert 

 

NOTE CONFIRM THE SOURCES TO BE LOADED MEET THE 

LIMITATIONS SPECIFIED IN THE COC. 

 

7.1.1 Loosen and remove the eight (8) ¾-inch bolts which secure the Source Insert 

lid to the insert body. 

 

7.1.2 Remove the Source Insert lid using the four lifting lugs on the lid.  Inspect the 

gasket for damage and confirm gasket position is in accordance with Drawing 

C-038-145082-004.  Care should be taken during lid handling operations to 

prevent damage. 

 

7.1.3 Visually inspect accessible areas of the shield cavity for damage, loose 

materials, or moisture and repair/remove as necessary. 

 

7.1.4 Place sources into cavity.   

 

7.1.5 Replace the Source Insert lid.    

 

7.1.6 Assure bolt threads are adequately lubricated and secure the Source Insert lid 

by installing the eight (8) ¾-inch lid bolts.  Torque the bolts to 75 ± 10 ft-lbs 

using a star pattern. 

 

7.1.7 If the insert is loaded underwater: 

7.1.7.1 drain water from the insert cavity 

7.1.7.2 vacuum dry the cavity (hold cavity pressure at or below 10 torr 

(0.2 psia) for 10 minutes following pressure stabilization) 

7.1.7.3 close the vent and drain ports 

 

 

7.2 Procedure for Loading the Insert into the 10-160B 

 

7.2.1 Determine if cask must be removed from trailer for loading purposes.  To 

remove cask from trailer: 

 

7.2.1.1 Loosen and disconnect ratchet binders from upper impact 

limiter. 
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7.2.1.2 Using suitable lifting equipment, remove upper impact limiter.  

Care should be taken to prevent damage to impact limiter during 

handling and storage. 

 

7.2.1.3 Disconnect cask to trailer tie-down equipment. 

 

7.2.1.4 Attach cask lifting ears and torque bolts to 200 ft-lbs + 20 ft-lbs 

lubricated. 

 

7.2.1.5 Using suitable lifting equipment, remove cask from trailer and 

lower impact limiter and place cask in level loading position. 

 

NOTE THE CABLES USED FOR LIFTING THE CASK MUST 

HAVE A TRUE ANGLE, WITH RESPECT TO THE 

HORIZONTAL OF NOT LESS THAN 60°°°°.  

 

7.2.2 Loosen and remove the twenty-four bolts (24, 1¾” – 8 UN) which secure the 

primary lid to cask body. 

 

7.2.3 Remove primary lid from cask body using suitable lifting equipment and the 

three lifting lugs on the secondary lid.  Care should be taken during lid 

handling operations to prevent damage to cask or lid seal surfaces. 

 

NOTE THE CABLES USED FOR LIFTING THE LID MUST HAVE A TRUE 

ANGLE, WITH RESPECT TO THE HORIZONTAL OF NOT LESS 

THAN 45°. 

 

7.2.4 Visually inspect accessible areas of the cask interior for damage, loose 

materials, or moisture.  Confirm the cribbing per drawing C-038-145083-005 

has been installed.  Clean and inspect seal surfaces.  Replace seals when 

defects or damage is noted which may preclude proper sealing. 

 

NOTE RADIOACTIVELY CONTAMINATED LIQUIDS MAY BE PUMPED 

OUT, REMOVED BY USE OF AN ABSORBENT MATERIAL, OR VIA 

DRAIN LINE.  REMOVAL OF ANY MATERIAL FROM INSIDE THE 

CASK SHALL BE PERFORMED UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF 

QUALIFIED HEALTH PHYSICS (HP) PERSONNEL WITH THE 
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NECESSARY HP MONITORING AND RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND SAFEGUARDS. 

 

NOTE WHEN SEALS ARE REPLACED (INCLUDING SEALS ON THE 

OPTIONAL VENT AND DRAIN PORTS), LEAK TESTING IS 

REQUIRED AS SPECIFIED IN SAR SECTION 8.2.2.1. 

 

7.2.5 Check the torques on the cavity vent and drain line cap screws to determine 

that the cap screws are properly installed using O-rings.  This step is not 

required if the cask does not have the optional vent and drain lines, or if the 

tamper seals on the vent or drain lines have not been removed.  Torque the cap 

screws to 20 ± 2 ft-lbs. 

 

7.2.6 Remove the top section of the cribbing.   

 

7.2.7 Place the insert in the cribbing cavity.  Replace the top section of the cribbing. 

 

7.2.8 Replace the primary lid and secure the lid to the cask body by installing the 24 

lid bolts.  Ensure that the lid orientation stripe is in alignment with the cask 

stripe.  Torque bolts to 300 ± 30 ft-lbs. 

 

NOTE PERFORM PRESSURE DROP LEAK TEST OF THE CASK 

PRIMARY LID, SECONDARY LID, VENT LINE, OR DRAIN LINE 

(AS APPLICABLE) IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 8.2.2.2 OF 

THE SAR. 

 

7.2.9 Install anti-tamper seals to the designated lid bolts, or to vent and/or drain line 

plugs (if applicable). 

 

7.2.10 If cask has been removed from trailer, proceed as follows to return cask to 

trailer: 
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7.2.10.1 Using suitable lifting equipment, lift and position cask into lower 

impact limiter on trailer in the same orientation as removed. 

 

7.2.10.2 Unbolt and remove cask lifting ears. 

 

7.2.10.3 Reconnect cask to trailer using tie-down equipment. 

 

7.2.11 Using suitable lifting equipment, lift, inspect for damage and install upper 

impact limiter on cask in the same orientation as removed. 

 

7.2.12 Attach and hand tighten ratchet binders between upper and lower impact 

limiters. 

 

7.2.13 Cover lift lugs as required. 

 

7.2.14 Install anti-tamper seals to the designated ratchet binder. 

 

7.2.15 Replace center plate on the upper impact limiter. 

 

7.2.16 Inspect package for proper placards and labeling. 

 

7.2.17 Complete required shipping documentation. 

 

7.2.18 Prior to shipment of a loaded package the following shall be confirmed: 

 

 (a) That the licensee who expects to receive the package containing 

materials in excess of Type A quantities specified in 10 CFR 

20.1906(b) meets and follows the requirements of 10 CFR 20.1906 

as applicable. 
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 (b) That trailer placarding and cask labeling meet DOT specifications 

(49 CRF 172). 

 

 (c) That the external radiation dose rates of the 10-160B are less than 

or equal to 200 millirem per hour (mrem/hr) at the surface and less 

than or equal to 10 mrem/hr at 2 meters in accordance with 10 

CFR 71.47. 

Perform sufficient surveys to ensure that a non-uniform 

distribution of radioactivity does not cause the surface or 2m limit 

to be exceeded. 

 

 (d) That all anti-tamper seals are properly installed. 
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